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Abstract8

This research intended to reveal the extent of realization of procedural safeguards fair trials9

rights of detained persons during pretrial. Quantitative research design was employed. Legal10

document analysis, questionnaire were tools used to collect pertinent data. The finding shows,11

detention authorities don?t conform to procedures prescribed by law to detain suspects; they12

do not inform detained persons their human rights; they don?t bring them before court of law13

within prescribed time; they don?t allow them to communicate with legal councilor of their14

choice; they don?t provide free legal service for those unable to afford the service privately;15

they don?t provide the assistance of language interpreter during police interrogation for those16

who are unable to understand or speak the language. Indeed, the police use improper methods17

to obtain admission or confession; and there is discriminatory treatment during pretrial. Key18

Words: Pretrial Detention; Suspects; Procedural Safeguards; Pretrial Investigation; Detention19

Authorities.20

21

Index terms—22

1 Introduction23

There is no single international human rights law that encompasses all the fair trials rights of detained persons24
during pretrial; however, there are some relevant treaty obligations mainly under the Universal Declaration25
of Human Rights (herein after UDHR) 5 and International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (herein26
after ICCPR). ?? 1 UN Body of Principles on the Protection of all Persons under any Form of Detention,27
or Imprisonment (herein after ”Body of Principles on Detention”). UN Doc. A/Res/43/173. 198. The preamble,28
Para. a & d respectively.; see also Principles and Guidelines on the Right to a Fair Trial and Legal Assistance29
in Africa, Para. S (c) and (d) respectively. 2 UN Standard Minimum Rules for the Treatment of Prisoners,30
General Assembly Resolution No.44/111. Rule 84, para.1. 3 UN Rules for the Protection of Juveniles Deprived31
of their Liberty, General Assembly resolution 45/113. Rule 11, Para. (a). 4 UN Committee, Study of the Right of32
Everyone to be Free from Arbitrary Arrest, Detention and Exile, 34 U.N. ESCOR, U.N. Doc. E/CN.4/826/Rev. I33
(1964). P.5. 5 1948 Universal Declaration of Human Rights [herein after UDHR] a) Background and Justification34
of the Study nder the UN Body of Principles for the Protection of All Persons under any form of Detention or35
Imprisonment (herein after UN Body of Principles on Detention), ”detained person” means any person deprived36
of personal liberty except as a result of conviction for an offence while ”detention” means the condition of detained37
persons. ?? On the other hand, ”untried prisoners” are defined as persons arrested or imprisoned by reason of38
a criminal charge against them, who are detained either in police custody or in prison custody (jail) but have39
not yet been tried and sentenced. 2 ”Deprivation of liberty” means any form of detention or imprisonment,40
or the placement of a person in a public or private custodial setting, from which this person is not permitted41
to leave at, will, by order of any judicial, administrative or other public authority. 3 The UN Committee on42
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4 F) METHODOLOGIES OF THE STUDY I. DESCRIPTION OF WOLAITA
ZONE

Arbitrary Arrest, Detention and Exile has defined the term ”detention” to mean the deprivation of liberty that43
begins with the arrest, and that continues in time from apprehension until release. 4 U standards developed44
in non-binding instruments such as UN Body of Principles on Detention. The African Charter on Human and45
Peoples Rights (herein after ACHPR) ?? & the Principles and Guidelines on the Right to a Fair Trial and46
Legal Assistance in Africa (herein after PGFTLA in Africa) which is adopted by the African Commission on47
Human and Peoples” Rights, prescribes enumerations of fair trials rights of pretrial. 8 Ethiopia ratified ICCPR48
on 11 June 1993; & it has acceded to the ACHPR; ?? hence, both of them become part of the law of the land49
according to the Constitution of Federal Democratic Republic of Ethiopia (herein after Constitution of FDRE).50
??0 The Constitution of FDRE demands that its provisions dealing with fundamental rights and freedoms to51
be interpreted in conformity to human rights principles adopted by Ethiopia; ??1 prohibits not only arbitrary52
detention of a person, but also detention without a charge or conviction made against him/her; ??2 and prescribes53
enumerations of fair trials rights of pretrial. ??3 However, studies conducted by different violation of fair trials54
rights during pretrial is global problem. For instant, Alfred de Zayas stated that tens of thousands of persons55
throughout the world are subjected to indefinite detention, frequently incommunicado, and governments try to56
justify such irregular imprisonment on the basis of ”national security”; ”state of emergency”; ”illegal migration”;57
and other so-called extraordinary circumstances. ??4 Open Society Foundations (OSF) reported that excessive58
and arbitrary use of PTD is a global problem affecting both the developing and developed nations alike. ??51559
Indeed, OSF reported that in many countries, many of the pretrial detained persons are exposed to torture,60
& coercion; the arbitrary actions of police, corrupt officials, ??5 David Berry, 2011, Socioeconomic Impact of61
Pretrial Detention: A Global Campaign for Pretrial Justice Report. Open Society Justice Initiative. New York,62
pp.4.” http://www.soros.org/” Accessed on 3 April 2017. P. 12 other detained persons; and there are denial of63
access to lawyers. ??6 Furthermore, it is demonstrated that persons in PTD are more likely to be found guilty64
than defendants from similar backgrounds, facing similar charges, who are released awaiting trial. 1765

2 b) Statement of the Problem66

In Ethiopia, National Report under the Universal Periodic Review Mechanism (2009) reported that lack of67
awareness and narrow understanding of human rights norms in the society associated with inadequate promotion68
of human rights; and inadequate translation and dissemination of international human rights instruments into69
domestic languages are some of difficulties and constraints which affect the implementation of human rights.70
??8 FDRE the First National Human Rights Action Plan (2013-2015) stated that there is lack of provision71
of free legal aid service during pretrial to persons who do not have the means to pay for it by themselves; in72
some cases, arresting officers fail to inform detained persons their right to remain silent, and that any statement73
they make may be used as evidence against them in trial. ??9 The Human Rights Watch (2013) reported that74
there is arbitrary detention; violation of basic due process rights such as use of coercive methods like torture75
or other ill-treatments to obtain confession; and denial of access to lawyers and family members in Ethiopia.76
20 Research conducted in Oromia Special Zone Surrounding Finfine by Fisaha Getachew (2015) demonstrated77
that investigative police do not bring detained persons before a court of law within prescribed time; they do not78
inform detainees their fair trials rights; there is prolonged PTD without trial; and denial of bail right because of79
economic status; and scholars and reports of different institutions show that visits are infrequently allowed and80
only for a few minutes to speak through grills. ii. Specific Objectives To critically examine whether procedures81
prescribed by law to detain a person; and fair trials rights of detained persons prescribed by law are realized82
during pretrial in the study area;83

iii. Significance of the Study It helps the CJS actors involved in pretrial such as the police, public prosecutors84
and courts; legislature, policy makers, and human rights institutions involved in protection and promotion of85
human rights to take appropriate actions to enhance the extent of realization of procedural safeguards & fair86
trials rights of detained persons during pretrial. Furthermore, it will contribute to the existing discourse on the87
issue; and it provides insight for further research.88

3 e) Scope of Study89

The areal scope of the research is limited to Wolaita Nation, where there are 15 PTD centers and only 1 regional90
prison. It investigates the extent of realization of procedural safeguards & fair trials rights of detained persons91
on arrest or on remand in pretrial detention centers only.92

4 f) Methodologies of the Study i. Description of Wolaita Zone93

Under the current Federal Structure of Ethiopia, the name Wolaita indicates both the name of the area and Omotic94
language-speaking peoples. 23 It is one of those nations 24 Constitution of FDRE, Art.39, Para.5. Accordingly,95
a ”Nation, Nationality or People” is a group of people who have or share a large measure of a common culture96
or similar customs, mutual intelligibility that comprise Southern Nation, Nationalities and Peoples Regional97
(SNNPR) State of Ethiopia. 25 ii. Research Design and 3 Reform Towns. In each of those 15 administrative98
units, there is police custody, which is serving as PTD center.99

In order to get valuable and reliable data and to make the sample more representative of the study area,100
detained persons found in 53.33% of PTD centers were covered under this study. Those are, PTD centers found101
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in Damot Gale, Damot Sore, Boloso Sore, Humbo, Boloso Bonbe, Kindo Koysha, Sodo Zuria Woreda and Sodo102
Reform Town.103

To achieve the objectives of this research, quantitative research method was used. The quantitative method104
concerned with subjective assessment of attitudes, opinions and behavior. ??9 Besides, the type of research105
conducted was descriptive research. ??0 iii. Study Population Both detained persons & personnel of the106
government institutions involved in CJS are involved in this study. The former refers detained persons, who107
are detained in PTD center on arrest or on remand. Accordingly, 155 detained persons were involved in this108
research. Among them, 72.90% are those living within PTD center; and 27.09% are those released from detention109
pending investigation or trial and found while awaiting trial at the gates of courts. Among the total participants,110
26 of them are females, the remaining 129 are males; and 44 are under the category of juvenile offenders.111

From the CJS actors, heads of police office; heads of peace & security office; coordinators of the pretrial crime112
investigation core process & investigative police officers were involved. Since their total number is 40 in sampled113
research area, 34 (85%) of them were involved.114

iv. Sampling Techniques Among 15 PTD centers located in the study area, 40% of them were selected through115
simple random sampling while as 13.33% of them were selected purposely taking into account their accessibility116
and convenience to collect pertinent data. To sample the target population, purposive sampling technique was117
employed because of their number is minimal in each sampled area.118

v. Source of Data Both primary and secondary sources of data are used. For legal analysis section, the119
UDHR, ICCPR, UN HRC General Comments on provisions of ICCPR and its communications, and ACHPR120
are used as primary sources because all of them are adopted by Ethiopia. Besides, the Constitution of FDRE,121
CPCE, Criminal Code of FDRE, and Federal Detainees Treatment Regulation are used as primary sources122
among national laws. On the other hand, UN Body of Principles on Detention; and the African Commission on123
Human and Peoples ” Rights PGFTLA in Africa are used as secondary sources. For practical section, the target124
populations are primary source of data. Books, reports, and scholarly articles are used as sources of secondary125
data.126

5 vi. Method of Data Collection127

To collect quantitative data, self-completed questionnaire & interview are used as pertinent data collection128
tools. For legal analysis section, comparative approach was used to reveal the extent of procedural safeguards &129
protection to fair trials rights of detained persons during pretrial under the legal frameworks of Ethiopia.130

6 vii. Method of Data Analysis and Interpretation131

For legal analysis section, inductive-reasoning technique was employed as the main mechanism. For practical132
section, descriptive statistics like frequency and percentages in the forms of tables to analyze the qualitative data133
was used; and inductive reasoning technique was utilized.134

7 viii. Ethical Consideration135

Being patient and friendly; and smooth communications & depending on the principles of informed consent by136
explaining the purpose of the research to the participants was done to attain their prior consent.137

8 II.138

Legal Frameworks for Rights of Detained Persons139

9 a) Manner of Detention140

The principle of legality adopted under the ICCPR not only demands the existence of national legislation141
prescribing the grounds and procedures of lawful detention, but also requires the concern state to comply with142
it. ??1 The UN Body of Principles on Detention prescribes that detention shall only be carried out strictly in143
accordance with the provisions of the law and by competent officials or persons authorized for that purpose;144
32 and a judicial or other authority empowered by law to order detention of a person shall order any form of145
detention. ??3 Similar to the ICCPR, the principle of legality is adopted under Article 6 of the ACHPR; &146
the PGFTLA in Africa prescribed that arrest, detention or imprisonment shall only be carried out strictly in147
accordance with the provisions of the law and by competent officials or persons authorized for that purpose. ??4148
Ethiopia has ratified both the ICCPR & ACHPR. In Ethiopia, detention can be carryout with or without court149
warrant. For instant, in case of Flagrant Offence;150

States are expected to specify the authority empowered to issue detention warrant and to carryout lawful151
detention under national legislation. If the alleged offence is of minor in terms of nature or gravity and its152
consequence, detention without warrant should be prohibited. Nevertheless, warrantless detention should be153
allowed in exceptional circumstances when obtaining a warrant from the competent authority is not possible154
such as the existence of flight risk, or a threat to public safety.155
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11 B) RIGHT TO BE INFORMED OF THE REASON OF DETENTION AND
ANY CHARGE

10 35156

the CPCE allows to detain the offender without warrant where the alleged offence is punishable with simple157
imprisonment ??6 for not less than three months. 37 31 ICCPR, Art. 9, Para.1 32 UN Body of Principles on158
Detention, Principle 2. ??3 Id, Principle 4. 34 PGFTLA in Africa, Para.M [1(b)]. ??5 CPCE, under Articles 19-159
21, defines that the offence shall be deemed to be flagrant where the offender is found committing, or attempting160
to commit it, or has just committed it, or when the police are immediately called to the place where the offence161
has been committed, or a cry for help has been raised from the place where the offence is being, or has been162
committed. The offence shall be deemed quasi-flagrant after the offence has been committed if the offender who163
has escaped is chased by witnesses or by members of the public or when a hue and cry has been raised. ??6164
Criminal Code of the FDRE, Proc. No. 414/2004. Art.106. It states, ”Simple Imprisonment” means ”a kind of165
sentence applicable to crimes of a not very serious nature committed by persons who are not a serious danger166
to society, and it may extend for a period from ten days to three years; however, it may extend up to five years167
having regard to gravity of the crime or where there are concurrent crimes punishable with simple imprisonment168
or the offender has been punished repeatedly”. 37 CPCE, Art.50.169

crime is not punishable up on complaint; 38 however, it requires him/her to hand over the detainee to the170
nearest police station without unnecessary delay. ??9 Here, the law is strict only to preclude ”unnecessary delay”;171
however, to what extent it tolerates as necessarily delayed is disputable. So, the provision has to be interpreted172
very narrowly having regard to the distance and transport access from place of detention to the nearest police173
station. Besides, the CPCE enumerates circumstances where any member of the police may arrest a person174
without warrant. ??0 Thus, except circumstances enumerated therein, detention of a person shall be carryout175
through warrant issued by regular court. Under the CC of FDRE, detention contrary to law or in disregard of176
the forms and safeguards prescribed by law is declared crime; and punishable with rigorous imprisonment not177
exceeding ten years and fine. 41178

11 b) Right to be informed of the reason of detention and any179

charge180

Under the ICCPR, the detainee shall be informed promptly the reasons of detention and any charges against181
him/her. ??2 In the view of the HRC, the reasons of detention must include the general legal basis; the wrongful182
act, the identity of an alleged victim, ??3 and the official basis for the detention; 44 and such information must183
be in the manner that enables the detained person to seek release if he/she believes that the reasons for detention184
are invalid or unfounded. ??5 The HRC has demonstrated that if the detainee does not understand or speak the185
working language, he/she shall be provided with the support of impartial interpreter at the state expense within186
reasonable time. ??6 the HRC has stated that oral notification is enough to satisfy the requirement.187

The manner of notification can be any form, oral or written; however, 47 Regarding time requirement, only188
”prompt” ??8 Id., Art.21, Para.1. Under the FDRE Criminal Justice System crimes are classified in to crimes189
punishable upon public prosecution or compliant. The former refers cases when justice come into motion without190
the will of the victim while as the later refers cases when justice come into motion only when complaint is191
made by the crime victim or his/her legal representative. ??9 Ibid., Art.58, Para.1. ??0 Ibid., Art.51, Para.1.192
??1 Criminal Code of FDRE, Art.423. It states that any public servant who, contrary to law or in disregard193
of the forms and safeguards prescribed by law, arrests, detains or otherwise deprives another of his freedom, is194
punishable with rigorous imprisonment not exceeding ten years and fine 42 ICCPR, Art.9, Para.2 ; Art.14, Para.3195
(a). ??3 notification of both the reasons of detention and the charge is required under the ICCPR. In the view of196
the HRC, the phrase ”promptly” requires that information be given as soon as the person concerned is formally197
charged with a criminal offence under domestic law, 48 the individual is publicly named as such; or 49 and198
the reasons of detention must be communicated to the detainee immediately upon arrest/detention, 50 except a199
delay, which is the minimum necessary, may be required before an interpreter can be present. ??1 However, notice200
regarding charges shall not be made necessarily at the time of detention. 52 The ACHPR do not specifically201
prescribe this right; however, the PGFTLA in Africa prescribes that any arrested person shall be informed, at202
the time of arrest, of the reasons for his or her arrest and shall be informed of any charges against him or her203
promptly; in a language he or she understands. ??3 Accordingly, ”promptly” shall mean as soon as a charge is204
first made by a competent authority; 54 such notice shall include details of the charge or applicable law and the205
alleged facts on which the charge is based in a manner sufficient to indicate the substance of the complaint against206
the accused; 55 and that would allow the detained person to prepare a defence and to take immediate steps to207
secure his or her release. 56 Moreover, it prescribes that the detainee has right to free assistance of the competent208
interpreter if he/she cannot understand the language during at all pretrial proceedings; 57 and this right shall209
applies to both written and oral proceedings; and encompasses right to have translation or interpretation of all210
documents or statements necessary to understand the proceedings. 58 In Ethiopia, besides ratifying the ICCPR,211
the Constitution of FDRE prescribes that the arrested persons shall be informed promptly, in a language they212
understands, of the reasons of their detention and any charge against them. 59 Besides, it demands that on213
appearing before a court, the arrested persons have the right to be given prompt and specific explanation of the214
reasons for their arrest. 60 Accordingly, such notice shall be specific & only ”prompt” notice of both the reasons215
of arrest and charge is required. Under the CPCE, the Volume XVII Issue VII Version I 37 ( H ) content of the216
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charge shall encompass the day and exact time where the alleged crime is committed; the property against which217
or the person against whom the alleged crime is committed; the type of crime committed; and the complaint218
made by the crime victim or public prosecutor, if any. 61 The Constitution of FDRE demands such notice to be219
made in the language the detained person understands or speaks; however, it does not expressly require detention220
authority to provide the detained persons, who are unable to understand the language properly, with impartial221
and competent language interpreter at the state expense during pretrial.222

Therefore, such notice shall include all of aforementioned elements; otherwise, it does not enable the detained223
persons to challenge the legality of their detention before court.224

12 c) Right to communicate with legal counsel225

However, the CPCE guarantees this right during police interrogation. Hence, the authority should provide the226
detained persons with impartial and competent language interpreter during pretrial.227

Under the ICCPR, whether the detained person is entitled to have the assistance of a legal counsel at the228
stage of preliminary crime investigation is disputable. 63 However, HRC has demonstrated that states parties229
to the ICCPR should permit and facilitate access to counsel for detainees in criminal cases, from the outset of230
their detention. 64 Similar to the ICCPR, the requirement of assistance of legal counsel at the first moment of231
arrest is not expressly acknowledged under the ACHPR. 65 However, the PGFTLA in Africa prescribes that the232
accused has the right to choose his or her own counsel freely; and this right begins when he/she is first detained233
or charged. 66 More importantly, it demonstrates that legal representation is the best means of legal defence234
against infringements of human rights and fundamental freedoms. ??7 It demands, states must ensure that any235
person arrested or detained is provided with the necessary facilities to communicate, as appropriate, with his236
or her lawyer; 68 prompt access to a lawyer and, unless he/she has waived this right in writing, shall not be237
obliged to answer any questions or participate in any interrogation without his or her lawyer being present. ??9238
Similar to both the ICCPR and ACHPR, the requirement of assistance of legal counsel during pretrial is not239
expressly acknowledged under the Constitution of FDRE. ??0 However, the CPCE demands any person detained240
on remand or on arrest shall be permitted forthwith to call and interview his advocate and shall, if so requests, be241
provided with the means to write. ??1 On the other hand, the Ethiopian laws do not expressly require detention242
authority to provide free legal aid to those detained persons, who cannot afford the service, during pretrial. Under243
FDRE the First National Human Rights Action Plan, it is reported that there is lack of provision of free legal244
aid service to persons who do not have the means to pay for it privately during pretrial. 72 d) Right to remain245
silent and freedom from coercion Thus, detained person must be provided with free legal aid service if he/she246
cannot afford it, provided that injustice will occur if the proceeding continued without such assistance.247

The right to remain silent during police interrogation is not expressly acknowledged under both the UDHR248
and ICCPR. Indeed, whether the right not to be compelled to testify against oneself or to confess guilt during249
pretrial is enshrined under the ICCPR is contentious. ??3 In the view of HRC, the right not to be compelled to250
testify against oneself or to confess guilty shall refer to the absence of any direct or indirect physical or undue251
psychological pressure from the investigating authorities on the accused, with a view to obtaining a confession of252
guilt. ??4 The UN Body of Principles on Detention bans using violence, threats or methods of interrogation that253
impair the detained person capacity to make decision or judgment; 75 taking undue advantage of the situation of254
a detained person for compelling him/her to confess; to incriminate him/herself otherwise; or to testify against255
any other person. ??6 Besides, it demands non-compliance with aforementioned safeguards in obtaining evidence256
shall be taken into account in determining the admissibility of evidence produced against the accused; 77 Both257
of aforementioned rights are not expressly acknowledged under the ACHPR. However, the PGFTLA in Africa258
prohibits taking undue advantage of the situation of a detained person for the purpose of compelling him or her259
to confess, or incriminate him/herself or to testify against any other person; however, it failed to acknowledge the260
right to remain silent during police interrogation. which impair his or her capacity of decision or judgment during261
interrogation. ??9 In Ethiopia, the right to remain silent during police interrogation is recognized under both262
the CPCE and Constitution of FDRE; 80 and they demand an investigative police or other authority empowered263
to have the same power to inform the detained person the fact that any statement the later makes voluntarily264
during police interrogation will be produced at trial stage as evidence against him/her. ??1 Moreover, the later265
prescribes that arrested person shall not be compelled to make confessions or admissions which could be used266
in evidence against him/her; and any evidence obtained under coercion shall not be admissible. ??2 Besides,267
CPCE requires the court before which preliminary inquiry is being held to inform the accused person that he/she268
has the right to remain silent; and any statement he/she makes voluntarily will be produced at trial as evidence269
against him/her. ??3 Besides, criminal code of FDRE has declared any improper practices used in violation of270
aforementioned rights of the detained persons during pretrial are criminal act. 84 e) Right to communicate with271
outside world Therefore, the legal frameworks of FDRE have recognized those rights without exception.272

The right to communicate with outside world, particularly with family members and friend, is not expressly273
recognized under both the ICCPR and ACHPR. In Ethiopia, the Constitution of FDRE states that all persons274
held in custody shall have the opportunity to communicate with, and to be visited by, their spouses or partners,275
close relatives, friends, religious councilors, medical doctors and their legal counsel; 85 f) Right to prompt276
appearance before court of law & it does not prescribe an exception. Thus, even though the law does not expressly277
prescribe as such, the detention authority should inform promptly the detainee this right during pretrial.278
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14 H) RIGHT TO RELEASE ON BAIL PENDING INVESTIGATION

Under the ICCPR, anyone detained on a criminal charge shall be brought promptly before a judge or other279
officer authorized by law to exercise judicial power. ??6 In the view of the HRC, this right applies in all cases280
without exception and does not depend on the choice or ability of the detainee to assert it; 87 ??9 and even281
before formal charges have been asserted so long as the person is arrested or detained on suspicion of criminal282
activity. ??8 In accordance with HRC, the significance of this right is to bring the detention of a person under283
judicial control. ??9 Accordingly, once the detainee is brought before the judge, the judge should decide either284
to release or remand him/her in custody for additional investigation or to await trial. ??0 The court must have285
the power to order the detainee brought before it in person, regardless of whether he/she has asked to appear.286
??1 The meaning of ”promptly” under the ICCPR may vary depending on objective circumstances; however,287
forty-eight hours is ordinarily sufficient to transport the detainee and to prepare for the judicial hearing; 92 and288
any delay longer than these hours shall remain exceptional and justified. ??3 Besides, the detainee must be289
brought to appear physically before the judge or other officer authorized by law to exercise judicial power. ??4290
Hence, ”other officer authorized by law” under Article 9, paragraph 3, of the ICCPR should mean an authority,291
which is independent, objective and impartial in relation to the issues dealt with; 95 and it shall not include292
a public prosecutor. ??6 detention and to secure physical release if the arrest or detention violates his or her293
rights. This right is not expressly acknowledged under the ACHPR; however, the PGFTLA in Africa demands294
that any arrested or detained person on a criminal charge shall be brought before a judicial officer authorized by295
law to exercise judicial power; and it states the purpose of such review is to assess whether sufficient legal reason296
exists for the arrest; to assess the necessity of detention before trial; to determine whether the detainee should297
be released from custody, and the conditions, if any, for such release; to safeguard the well-being of the detainee;298
to prevent violations of the detainee”s fundamental rights; to give the detainee the opportunity to challenge the299
lawfulness of his or her 97 Under both the Constitution of FDRE ??8 the place of arrest to the court. Even the300
later demands as far as the local circumstances allow, the authority shall produce them as soon as possible.301

13 g) Right to challenge the lawfulness of detention302

Under the ICCPR, detained person shall be entitled to take proceedings before a court, in order that the court303
may decide without delay on the lawfulness of his detention and order his release if the detention is not lawful.304
100 UN Body of Principles on Detention states that detained person or his councilor shall take proceeding before305
judicial or other authority empowered by law to challenge the lawfulness of his/her detention at any time; 101 and306
such proceedings shall be simple and expeditious and at no cost for detained persons without adequate means.307
??02 In the view of HRC, if the court has ordered detention on remand, it should not involve a return to police308
custody, but rather to a separate facility under different authority, where risks to the rights of the detained person309
more likely mitigated. ??03 This right is not expressly recognized under the ACHPR; however, the PGFTLA in310
Africa prescribes that any arrested or detained person shall be entitled to take proceedings before a judicial body,311
in order that that judicial body may decide without delay on the lawfulness of his or her detention and order312
release if the detention is not lawful. ??04 Moreover, it prescribes that any form of detention and all measures313
affecting the human rights of a person arrested or detained shall be subject to the effective control of a judicial314
or other authority; and the judicial official or other authority shall exercise control over the official detaining315
the person. ??05 Furthermore, the later prescribes that Judicial bodies shall at all times hear and act upon316
petitions for habeas corpus, amparo or similar procedures; and no circumstances whatever must be invoked as a317
justification for denying this right. ??06 In Ethiopia, the Constitution of FDRE prescribes that detained person318
have inalienable right to petition the court where the arresting police officer or the law enforcer fails to bring319
him/her before a court within 48 hours from the commencement of detention. ??07 The court reviewing such320
petition may order the applicant released, if detention is proved illegal; or may order the applicant to remain in321
custody where the interest of justice requires; or may order continued detention on remand for a time strictly322
required to carry out the necessary investigation; 108 100 ICCPR, Art.9, Para. or may order the applicant323
released on bail in accordance with the law.324

14 h) Right to release on bail pending investigation325

Terence Ingman, 1996, has defined that Bail means a release from custody, pending a criminal trial, of a defendant326
on balancing of competing interests and on the premise that a specified predetermined amount of money will327
be paid if he/she absconds. ??09 It is not likely to release all detained persons on bail because of the danger328
that some of them might abscond; interfere with witness; or commit further offences. ??10 Under the ICCPR,329
this right is enshrined. Besides, this right is recognized under the UN Body of Principles on Detention; 111 &330
it prescribes that the arrest or detention of a person pending investigation or trial shall be carried out only for331
the purposes of the administration of justice on grounds and under conditions and procedures specified by law.332
112 In the view of the HRC, Bail should be granted, except in situations where the likelihood exists that the333
accused would abscond; or destroy evidence; influence witnesses; or flee from the jurisdiction of the state party.334
??13 This right is not recognized unambiguously under the ACHPR; however, the PGFTLA in Africa prescribes335
that unless there is sufficient evidence that deems it necessary to prevent a person arrested on a criminal charge336
from fleeing, interfering with witnesses or posing a clear and serious risk to others, states must ensure that they337
are not kept in custody pending their trial; however, release may be subject to certain conditions or guarantees,338
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including the payment of bail. ??14 In Ethiopia, this right is recognized under both the Constitution of FDRE339
115 and CPCE. ??16116 The former states that in exceptional circumstances prescribed by law, the court may340
deny bail or demand adequate guarantee for the conditional release of the person arrested. The CPCE prescribes341
the investigative police officer may in his/her discretion release the detained person on bail when the alleged342
crime do not entail rigorous imprisonment as sole or alternative punishment; or when it is doubtful to conclude343
that detained person has committed the alleged crime. 117 The CPCE prescribes that detained person may344
be released on bail where the offence with which he/she is charged does not entail death penalty; or rigorous345
imprisonment for fifteen years, or more and where there is no possibility of the crime victim is dying. 118346
other hand, the court may deny release on bail if it has persuaded that the accused might abscond; interfere347
with witness; or commit further offences. ??19 Besides, those corruption offences that are punishable by a term348
of more than 10 years imprisonment; 120 and the crime of vagrancy are declared non-bailable from the very349
beginning. ??21 The CPCE demands the court to render decision to release or not on bail within forty-eight350
hours. 122 It requires cooperation in finding guarantee for the accused if the later ordered to release on bail; 123351
hence, such cooperation is required from the authority conducting investigation; or public prosecutor; or court352
in accordance with Article 13, paragraph 1, of the Constitution of FDRE. 124 The CPCE prescribes, if the court353
decided not to release the accused on bail, the later can appeal against such decision to the appellate court; and354
the decision of appellate court on the issue is final. 125355

15 i) Protection from discriminatory treatment during pretrial356

Non-discrimination, together with equality before the law and equal protection of the law without any357
discrimination, constitute a basic and general principle relating to the protection of human rights. 126 Under358
the ICCPR, each state party is obliged to respect and ensure to all persons within its territory and subject to359
its jurisdiction the rights recognized in the Covenant without distinction of any kind, such as race, colour, sex,360
language, religion, political or other opinion, national or social origin, property, birth or other status. ??27361
127 Besides, it entitles all persons not only equality before the law and equal protection of the law, but also362
prohibits any discrimination under the law and guarantees to all persons equal and effective protection against363
discrimination on any ground. 128 A principle of non-discrimination is acknowledged under the UN Body of364
Principles on Detention; 129 and it prescribes that measures applied under the law and designed solely to protect365
the rights and special status of women, especially pregnant women and nursing mothers, children and juveniles,366
aged, sick or handicapped persons shall not be deemed to be discriminatory. 130 Under the ACHPR, every367
individual shall be entitled to the enjoyment of the rights and freedoms recognized and guaranteed therein368
without distinction of any kind such as race, ethnic group, colour, sex, language, religion, political or any other369
opinion, national and social origin, fortune, birth or other status. ??31 Besides, it prescribes that every individual370
shall be equal before the law; and shall be entitled to equal protection of the law. ??32 Moreover, the PGFTLA371
in Africa have adopted the principle of Non-discrimination, equality before the law and equal protection of the372
law. ??33 In Ethiopia, non-discrimination, equality before the law and equal protection of the law are recognized373
under both the Constitution of FDRE 134 and CC. ??35 Besides, FDRE Council of Ministers Regulations on374
the Treatment of Federal Prisoners demands that treatment of prisoners shall be based on the basic principles375
of non-discrimination on grounds of gender, language religion, political opinion, nation, nationality, social status376
or citizenship. ??36 III. The Ethiopian laws require obtaining arrest warrant from court to detain non-flagrant377
offender; however, only 25.19% non-flagrant offender were detained after obtaining court warrant. Among the378
total detained persons, 37.79% & 30.32% of them were detained by police officer without obtaining court warrant379
and kebele militia up on police order respectively. The data shows that the police issue an order of arrest to the380
kebele militia to arrest the suspect; however, the law does not prescribe this power for the police. As regards381
this, all of the participants from the detention authorities strongly agreed that due to lack of enough police staff382
& lack of transportation facilities the investigative police issue an arrest order to kebele militia to bring the383
suspect before police office; provided that this is usually done after sufficient evidence is collected to assure that384
the suspect has committed the alleged crime. Similarly, 27 of them justify that since most of the alleged criminal385
acts are not serious by nature, they failed to obtain court warrant before arresting the suspects. However, the386
given justification is not valid according to the law; hence, the law strictly requires them to obtain court warrant.387

16 Data Interpretation a) Type of offenders & Manner of388

detention389

17 b) Right to be informed of human rights390

No.391
Information concerning Responses Frequency According to Table 2 above, among the total participant detained392

persons, 18.06%; 23.22%; and 61.93% are informed the reasons of detention or charge made against them at the393
time of detention; after detention, but before police interrogation; and simultaneously with police interrogation394
respectively. Accordingly, majority of them are informed of the reasons of detention at the time of police395
interrogation. Indeed, 100% of respondents are informed of their right to communicate with family and friend.396
On the other hand, 100% of them are not informed of right to communicate with legal counsel of their choice;397
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19 D) THE RIGHT TO HAVE THE ASSISTANCE OF COMPETENT
LANGUAGE INTERPRETER DURING

right to remain silent during police interrogation; right to challenge the legality of detention before court; and398
the right to have the assistance of competent language interpreter during pretrial, if they cannot understand or399
speak the language. Hence, the police do not comply with the law.400

Among the participants from the detention authorities, 13 & 8 of them strongly agreed & agreed respectively401
that lack of knowledge of those rights by investigative police; 9 & 16 of them strongly agreed & agreed that the402
perception informing those rights will make the crime investigation ineffective are some of the justifications why403
detained persons did not informed of most of their rights during pretrial investigation. According to Table 3404
above, among the sampled detained persons, 20% of them are allowed to communicate with legal counsel of their405
choice; and 52.90% of them are denied such permission. All of those allowed to communicate with legal counsel406
of their choice have got such permission after police interrogation; however, 80.64% of them responded that there407
is no favorable situation to communicate with counsel freely and privately in PTD center; and the time allowed408
for such communication is not sufficient. Moreover, among the total respondents 89.03%; 52.90%; 72.90%; and409
27.09% of them responded lack of awareness of this right; lack of permission from detaining authority; lack of410
access to the service; and lack of fund to pay for such service respectively are some the challenges for the detained411
persons to exercise such right freely. Besides, detaining authorities do not provide free legal aid service for these,412
who are unable to pay for the service during pretrial.413

18 Volume XVII Issue VII Version I414

Among the participants from the detention authorities, 34 of them strongly agreed that since this right is not415
directly acknowledged under Article 19 of the Constitution of FDRE the suspect cannot claim this right; 26 &416
6 of them strongly agreed & agreed that the perception allowing the detained persons this right before police417
interrogation will make the crime No.418

Human No why most of the detained persons did not allowed to communicate with councilor of their choice419
during pretrial. Similarly, all of them strongly agreed that in case of grave offences the detainee should not be420
allowed such right. Therefore, aforementioned data confirmed that detention authorities knowingly denied most421
of the detained persons their right to communicate with legal councilor of their choice during pretrial.422

investigation ineffective are some of the justifications Article 5, Paragraph 3, of the revised Constitution of the423
state of SNNPR, states that Zones may determine their working language. Accordingly, the working language424
of the Wolaita Zone is Wolaitigna language; however, the practice shows that this language has been serving425
only for oral communication and the Amharic language has been used for written communication. Hence, all the426
proceedings starting from police investigation up to final court rulings written down by using Amharic language427
in Wolaita Zone. Therefore, there must be the provision of neutral and competent language interpreter at state428
cost for those who cannot write and read Amharic language. This is because the law requires the answer for429
interrogation shall be recorded and the detained persons shall read that record and confirm that it is their430
response by signing.431

19 d) The right to have the Assistance of Competent Language432

Interpreter during433

Table 4 above shows that, among the total sampled detained persons, 50.32% of them cannot write and read434
Amharic language; however, 100% of them responded that they are not provided with the assistance of neutral and435
competent language interpreter during police interrogation. Similarly, all of the participants from the detention436
authorities confirmed that there is no provision of the assistance of language interpreter for the mere fact that437
the suspects cannot understand Amharic language. All of them stated that since all of the investigative police438
officers understand Wolaitigna language, they simply record in Amharic what the detained persons responded to439
them in Wolaitigna & order the detained persons to sign over it. Furthermore, all of them confirmed that they440
provide the assistance of language interpreter only when the detained person cannot understand both Wolaitigna441
& Amharic language only. This shows that there is clear violation of detained person”s right to have the assistance442
of language interpreter at the state expense during police interrogation.443

Yes e) The right to prompt appearance before court of law The data under Table 5 above was taken from the444
police investigation file of each the sampled detained persons; & it was cross-checked by the detained persons445
themselves. It shows that 45.16% of the respondents are appeared before court after the lapse of 48 hours from446
their detention. On the other hand, 54.84% of them totally denied from appearing before court. Hence, the447
detention authorities do not comply with the time requirement prescribed by law.448

f) The right to challenge legality of detention before court of law Table ??: Detained persons right to challenge449
legality of their detention before court Table ?? above shows, from those who were denied from appearing before450
court by the detaining authority, only 32.94% of them petitioned before court to challenge the legality of their451
detention; and the remaining 67.05% of them do not.452

Among those failed to make such petition, 68.42% and 31.58% of them responded that lack of awareness of453
their right to challenge the legality of detention before court; and lack of access to facilities to exercise such right454
respectively are factors hindering them from exercising such right. On the other hand, all of the participants455
from the detention authorities strongly agreed that they have no mandate as regards realization of the detained456
person”s right to challenge their detention before court of law & to request their physical release.457
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Among the participants from the detention authorities, 18 & 11 of them strongly agreed & agreed that lack458
of enough personnel is one of the justifications behind why they failed to produce most of the detained persons459
before court of law within 48 hours from the commencement of detention. Indeed, 24 of them reported that if the460
alleged crime is minor in nature instead of producing the suspects before court of law, they simply order them461
to produce sufficient warrant or bail bond to be released according to Article 28, paragraph one, of the CPCE.462
This implies that the detention authorities do not conform to the law; & their justification for failure to produce463
detained persons in accordance with the law is unsound..464

20 Human Rights Standard465

Responses Frequency 100% According to Table 7 above, 72.90% of the respondents are allowed bail right pending466
investigation. Among those allowed bail right, 50.44% and 41.59% of them are allowed by investigative police467
upon his/her own motion; and by lower court order respectively. The remaining 7.96% of them were allowed bail468
right by appellate court after they were denied by both the investigative police & lower court. About 63.71% of469
those allowed bail right are released from the PTD center by satisfying the required bail bond & the remaining470
36.28% are not. Among those allowed bail right, 54.86% of them responded that the required bail bond is not471
fair & affordable; and 69.02% of them responded that the amount of required bail bond is not similar for similar472
types of crime.473

Concerning this point, all of the participants from the detention authorities strongly agreed that lack of474
guideline which helps to fix uniform amount of bail bond when the alleged crimes are even similar in terms of475
nature & seriousness is one of the challenge in the field. On the other hand, 15 & 13 of them strongly agreed476
& agreed that the amount of bail bond fixed by the investigative police is fair & affordable. Indeed, 17 &477
10 of them strongly agreed & agreed that most of the time the required amount of bail bond may be greater478
than the fine against the offender under the criminal law of FDRE; & all of them justify that otherwise the479
suspects do not comply with the bail bond. h) The right to freedom from any kind of coercion during pretrial480
investigation Table 8 above shows that among the total sampled detained persons, 34.19% of them responded481
that investigative police do not use coercion against them to obtain admission or confession during pretrial482
investigation; however, the remaining 65.80% of them responded contrary. Among these responded that there is483
coercion in PTD center, 100%; 89.21%; and 77.45% of them responded that use of threat/intimidation; insulting;484
and use of force respectively are prevailing methods of coercion. On the other hand, 100% of them responded485
that use of promise; inducement; separate detention in dark places; or denying access to food & drinking water486
are not used as methods of coercion.487

On the other hand, 23 of the participants from the detention authorities strongly agreed that there is no488
coercion against the detained persons in PTD center; however, the remaining 11 of them hold neutral position.489
According to Table ?? above, among total sampled detained persons, 70.32% of them responded that there is490
discriminatory treatment in PTD center; while as the remaining 29.67% of them responded contrary.. Among491
those responded that there is discrimination in PTD center, 81.65%; 65.13%; 72.47%; 78.89%; and 84.40% of492
them responded that economic background; religious background; education level; language; and clan, nation,493
nationality or other social origin respectively are the prevailing grounds of discrimination in PTD center. However,494
18.34%; 34.86%; 27.52%; 21.10%; and 15.59% of them confirmed that economic background; religious background;495
education level; language; and Clan, Nation, Nationality or other social origin respectively are not the prevailing496
grounds of discrimination in PTD center. On the other hand, 100% of these responded that there is discrimination497
in PTD center confirmed that political opinion and gender are not the prevailing grounds of discrimination.498

21 Volume XVII Issue VII Version I499

On the other hand, 18 & 5 of the participants from the detention authorities strongly agreed & agreed respectively500
that there is no coercion against the detained persons in PTD center; however, the remaining 11 of them hold501
neutral position.502

22 a) Findings503

Detaining authorities, particularly the investigative police, do not respect procedures prescribed by law before504
arresting the non-flagrant offenders. For instant, the police detain the suspect without court warrant even when505
the alleged crime is punishable with simple imprisonment not exceeding three months such as assault and minor506
acts of violence, petty theft and slight petty offences against honour, or slight insult or offensive behavior.507
Moreover, the police issue detention order for kebele militia to arrest the suspect & brought before it; however,508
the law do not authorize the police this power. On the other hand, the detention authorities justify that the509
police issue such order due to lack of enough personnel & lack of transport facilities; hence, these justifications510
are not valid & sound.511

23 No.512

Human513
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25 B) RECOMMENDATIONS

24 IV. Findings and Recommendations514

The investigative police do not inform detained persons most of their fair trials rights or they may inform them515
after unnecessary delay. For instant, they inform detained persons reasons of their detention simultaneously with516
police interrogation; they do not inform the right to communicate with legal councilor; right to remain silent517
during police interrogation; right to appear before court within 48 hours of their detention; & right to challenge518
legality of their detention before court of law and to require physical release. Detention authorities justify that519
they failed to inform detained persons most of their rights during pretrial due to lack of awareness of those rights520
by the investigative police & due to the negative perception that informing those rights makes pretrial crime521
investigation ineffective.522

Detained persons are prohibited from appearing before court of law not only within 48 hours prescribed by523
law, but also after the lapse of such time in most cases. Moreover, detaining authority never allows the detained524
persons to communicate with legal Volume XVII Issue VII Version I councilor of their choice before police525
interrogation in most cases; however, even in cases when they allow, they do not allocate sufficient time; and they526
do not create favorable condition to make the communication privately. There is no provision of free legal aid for527
those who cannot afford for the service during pretrial; and there is no provision of competent language interpreter528
during police interrogation for those who cannot understand properly the Amharic language. The investigative529
police use improper methods such as threat or intimidation, insulting and use of force against detained persons530
to obtain admissions or confessions; which can be used as evidence against them in trial. Besides, there is also531
discriminatory treatment based up on economic and religious background, education level, language and clan,532
nation, nationality or other social origin.533

Suspects remained detained for long time without their detention being reviewed by court; and because of the534
required bail bond is not affordable in most cases; and sometimes the required amount of bail bond may exceed535
the amount of fine the alleged criminal act entail as punishment.536

25 b) Recommendations537

To the Federal Government: The FDRE government should adopt comprehensive detention guideline, which538
clearly encompasses procedural safeguards & fair trials rights of the suspects; the rights and duties of law539
enforcement officials; administrative and disciplinary measures to be taken against the violators of detained540
persons rights; it should clearly require the authority responsible for detention to inform detained persons all of541
fair trials rights either at the commencement of detention or promptly after it; and it should prescribe uniform542
standards to fix the amount of bail bond having regard to the complexity of the case, the interest of justice, and543
the character of the suspect. Moreover, the government of FDRE should adopt both the UN Body of Principles544
on Detention; and African Commission on Human and Peoples” Rights PGFTLA in Africa.545

An independent and impartial department should be established under one of these institution involved in CJS546
to follow and investigate the realization of procedural safeguards & fair trials rights of detained persons during547
pretrial; otherwise, the FDRE government should made accessible to the general community national human548
rights institutions such as FDRE Human Rights Commission; 137 and FDRE Institution of Ombudsman; 138549
and those institutions should have branch offices at least at Zone level. In so far, those institutions have branch550
offices only at state/regional level, which makes them inaccessible.551

The FDRE government should ensure that those persons going to employ as investigative police throughout the552
country should have enough human rights training before they are recruited; & it should To the local government:553
Investigative police should collect sufficient evidence; & obtain court warrant before detaining the suspect, who554
is non-flagrant. During police interrogation, these detained persons who are unable to understand the language555
properly should be provided with the assistance of competent language interpreter free of costs. During pretrial,556
free legal aid should be given to those detained persons who cannot afford for legal counsel service privately. Thus,557
private advocates should strictly render 50 hours free legal service, in a year, free of charge or upon minimum558
payment, which is required from them under the FDRE Federal Court Advocates Code of Conduct Regulation559
No. 57/1999; 140 & the local government should create enabling environment for the advocates to render those560
services.561

The local government should give human rights awareness in general & procedural safeguards and fair trials562
rights of detained persons in particular to the general community at kebele level. The local government should563
encourage the local media to involve actively in creating human rights awareness by using local language,564
Wolaitigna. As part of human rights awareness creation, local governments should officially compile and translate565
to the local working language, these laws dealing with human rights in facilitate situations to give long & short566
term human rights training to investigative police. Moreover, the FDRE government should amend the provision567
of FDRE Charities and Societies Proclamation No.621/2009, which authorize only those NGOs that secure 10%568
of their fund from foreign sources to involve in human rights promotion and protection; 139 hence, the amendment569
shall empower all interested NGOs irrespective source of their fund, national or international, to involve in the570
field.571
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Figure 3:

[Note: 44 HRC Communication No.1812/2008, Levinov v. Belarus, Para.7.5. 45 HRC Communication
No.248/1987, Campbell v. Jamaica, Para.6.3. 46 HRC Communication No.526/1993, Hill & Hill v. Spain,
Para.12.2. 47 Human Rights Committee, General comment No.35 on Article 9 of the ICCPR (herein after called
General Comment No. 35). Para.26.]

Figure 4:

[Note: 81 Ibid 82 Constitution of FDRE, Art.19, Para.5. 83 CPCE, Art.85, Para.2. 84 Criminal Code of
FDRE, Art.424, Para.1 and 2. 85 Constitution of FDRE, Art.21, Para.2. 86 ICCPR, Art. 9, Para.3. 87 HRC
Communication No.1787/2008, Kovsh v. Belarus, Para.7.3-7.5.]

Figure 5:
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25 B) RECOMMENDATIONS

1

1. Flagrant or quasi-flagrant offenders 28
2. Non-flagrant offenders 127
Manner of detention of non-flagrant offenders
3. Tho se detained by police officer with court warrant 32
4. Those voluntarily appeared in PTD center up on police summoning 0
5. Detained by police officer without court warrant 48
6. Detained by private person 0
7. Detained by kebele militia up on the order of police officer 47
8. By other officials up on their own initiation 0
Aforementioned data was gathered from the
police investigation files of individual sampled detained
persons. Hence, Table 1 above shows that among total
respondents 18.06% are flagrant offenders and 81.93%
are non-flagrant offenders.

Figure 7: Table 1 :

general and human rights of detained persons in particular. 1 2 3 4572

1© 2017 Global Journals Inc. (US) s Procedural Safeguards & Fair Trials Rights of Detained Persons during
Pretrial Crime Investigation in Ethiopia: The Law & Practice in the Case of Wolaita Zone, Southern Ethiopia

2Terence Ingman, 1996, the English Legal Process, Ashford Colour Press, Gosport, Hampshire, p.109
3Supra note 119. 120 FDRE Revised Anti-Corruption Special Procedure and Rules of Evidence, Proclamation

No.434/2005, Art. 4, Para.1.
4© 2017 Global Journals Inc. (US) s
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Year
2017
42
Volume
XVII
Issue
VII
Version I
( H )
Global
Journal
of
Human
Social
Science -

1 2 The right to communicate with Families Reasons of detention, or charge friends, etc. 3. The right to communicate with legal councilor of one ”s choice Informed at the time of detention In-
formed after detention, but before po-
lice interrogation Informed simulta-
neously with police interrogation In-
formed Not informed Informed before
police interrogation Informed simulta-
neously with police interrogation In-
formed after police interrogation Not
informed at all

28
36
91
155
0 0
0 0
155

4 The right to remain silent during police interrogation Informed Not informed 0
155

5 The
right
to chal-
lenge
the
legality
of

Informed 0

detention Not informed 155
6 The

right
to lan-
guage
inter-
preter

Informed 0

Not informed 155

[Note: © 2017 Global Journals Inc. (US) s]

Figure 8: Table 2 :

3

Figure 9: Table 3 :
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25 B) RECOMMENDATIONS

4

No. Languages Skills Responses Frequency
Speaking Yes No 93 62

1. Amharic Language Listening
Readi ng

Yes No Yes
No

93 62 77 78

Writing Yes No 77 78
Speaking Yes No 146 9
Listening Yes 146

2. Wolaitigna Language Reading No 9 68
No 87

Writing Yes 68
No 87

3. Is there provision of Yes 0
competent language inter-
preter during

No 105

police interrogation
for those unable to Neutral 50
understand or
speak the language

Figure 10: Table 4 :

5

45
Volume XVII Issue VII Version I ( H )

Figure 11: Table 5 :

7

Are you appeared before court Within 48 Appeared within 48 hours 0 0%
hours from the Commencement of Appeared after lapse of 48

hours
70 45.16%

detention by the detention authority?
Not appeared at all 85 54.84%

Figure 12: Table 7 :
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8

No.Human Rights Standard Responses Frequency
1 Is there freedom from any form of coercion during Yes 53

police interrogation? No 102
2 If there is coercion, indicate its type?

Use of threat/intimidation Yes No 102 0
Use of promise Yes No 0 102
Use of inducement Yes No 0 102
Insulting Yes No 91 11
Use of force Yes 79

No 23
Separate detention in darkness Yes 0

No 102
Denying access to food and drinking water Yes 0

No 102

Figure 13: Table 8 :
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